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Significance of Sha Ha Archaeological Excavation and Research Projects
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The preservation conditions at Sha Ha are not favorable to

In the past, researchers generally believed that the
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retain buried organic materials such as wooden tools, fauna or

prehistoric communities of the Pearl River Delta were simply

human skeletons. There is thus no way to ascertain the ancient

hunting, fishing and gathering societies or affluent foragers, and

animal resources and physical characteristics of the ancient Sha Ha

that the islands at the estuary were just temporary or seasonal

inhabitants. Nonetheless, the large-scale excavation at Sha Ha

places for people who lived in the delta. Evidence of phytoliths of

revealed different features and activity areas within the coastal

cultivated plants and carbonized rice grains discovered in Sha Ha

settlement, vividly illustrating the livelihood of the prehistoric

opens the door to further discussion on the diversity of prehistoric

community in Hong Kong.

subsistence strategies. The findings of the Sha Ha excavation and
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research projects will initiate investigations on the variability of the
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Though this exvacation has not yielded any painted pottery
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typically found in the earliest phase of the Neolithic period in
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Hong Kong, the artefact assemblages retrieved from the well-
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hunter-gatherer society and the relationship between prehistoric
agricultural societies in the Yellow and the Yangzi valleys and those
in peripheral regions in China.

stratified sequence together with several groups
of grave goods provide a valuable basis upon
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Stratigraphy of the excavated grid, showing the cultural layers of
different periods
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which the cultural chronology of Hong Kong
and the Pearl River Estuary region can be
reconstructed.
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Archaeologist introducing the excavation to students

Archaeologists discussing the excavation progress

